•William. James was accused during his lifetime of being a popular philosopher, one who used a literary rather than a technical style to speak to mankind rather than other philosophers.^James seems to have approved of this distinction, for his book that includes "The Will to
Is titled The^11 to Believe and Other Eas^s In P£!ESi^" Philosophy* The name of popular philosopher fits James; his philosophy was for. the public, an attempt to describe in accurate terms the world that the public experiences* And this world was the vrorld which James daily experienced. Thus James's essays are all highly personal find explain, his personal world view* But the explanation is usually given in terms appropriate for some particular audience. As James explained in his Preface to The Will to Believe; I.admit, then, that were I addressing the Salvation Ariiy or a miscellaneous •popular crowd it would be a misuse of opportunity to preach the liberty of believing as I have in these pages preached it. What such audiences most need is that their faiths should be broken up and venti lated, that the northwest wind of science should get into them and blow their sickliness and barbarism away. But academic audiences, fed already on science, have a very different need# Paralysis of their native capacity for faith and timorous abulia in the religious field are their special forms of mental weaknessj brought-about by the notion, carefully instilled, that there is something called scientific evidence by waiting upon i^ich they 2 shall escape all danger of shipwreck in regard to truth.
The focus of James's "The Will to Believe" is the struggle between the passional nature and the intellect, a struggle which is t^ing place within J^es as he writes, as an analysis of his rhetoric clearly demonstrates. The intellect controls the essay, controls the formulation of the ideas, controls the language he t«U to his audience, and gives him the power to manipulate his audience into accepting his ideas. But the will, James's own passional nature, keeps asserting itself in instances such as James's references to science's apathetic response to telepathy and to Clifford as the embodiment of a wrong-minded scientist* James gets excited about his subject; and the intellect, which is trying to simplify the subject matter, loses to the will which compacts into one sentence the complexity in thought and structure of a whole paragraph. This conflict between the intellect and the will is most evident in, James's conclusion, where James makes two applications of his theory-the abstract (the philosophical theory explained) and the concrete (James's own statement of faith applied)*
Recently there has been renewed interest in James as a philosopher and influencer of thought. The thoughts of James are still relevant to today, as is shown by the frequent use and misuse of terms such as "pragmatism" and "tough-minded," originally popularized.through James's lectures* Yet William James the writer has not been studied to any great extent. Possibly because of his classification as a writer of non-fiction, the Jungian critics have ignored James* Also, little critical work on James has been done ty the historical critics except for Warner Berthoff. Rather most critics of James have analyzed the structural aspects of his writing.
William R. Brown in his article, "William James and the Language of Personal literature," shows the struggle in all of James's writings^,
• between the intellectual (respectable scientific research) and the emotional (piirsuit of teleology) which results in the setting up of a "tension and ambiguity between these two pulls which is the secret of his (James) literary style and personal appeal."^Through his
article Brown seeks to define personal literature, "the genre of expository writing, whether in prose or verse, in which language is the medium of feeling."'^It is Brown's contention that a non-fictioriil literary work is dominated by an undercurrent of feeling and that this is true of I^lliam James's work* To be an essay of personal literature, "the state of feeling in the mind which deals with a subject will always claim an attention which it would have no right to claim in a purely The. force of the, essay rests upon the personal drama it develops."L awn notes a personal element in James, the active relation ship that-escists between James and his alienee. ' "But just as in mountain climbing one should hot go alone, we hcive not been ailoner James has served as the traditional guide, leading us inw^d and then outward psychologically, and upward spiritually* Like Daiite's Virgil, James has led us into ourselves vhere the heart has reasons-which reason cannot know, the centers of 'dumb* feeling which motivates us ali."® and "after '^i," which are acceptable, almost necessary, for good public speaking but unnecessary for formal writing. Second, in the first paragraph of the essay J^es mentions his audience in contrast to Harvard, "lii the midst of our Harvard freethinking and indifference we are prone to imagine that here at your good old orthodox college . . .
James defines his audience more specifically in ter?is of subject matter reaction in paragraph two, but again the definition is in contrast to Harvard.
I have" long defended to my students the lawfulness of voluntarily adopted faith; but as soon as they got well imbued with the logical spirit, they have as a rule . refused to admit rny contention to be lawful philosophically, even though in point of fact they were. personally all the The students who have the logical spirit have two characteristics: they refuse to aidmit Jameses contention and they are chock-full of^ some faith or other. Not only are the students with the logical s|>irit non-actors) but also they are non-thinkers. They are closed to the idea of considering James's contention as possible-they are closedminded* And they have a faith while they protest that they do not have any faith-they are hypocritical. This is the description of the Haz^ard students given by James» and he challenges his audience
to be more open.
Later in the essay (Section X)^James challenges his audience again-"If for any of you religion be a hypothesis that caiinot, by any living possibility be true^then you need go no farther. I speak to the 'saving remnant' alone." James is very conscious that his audience's attitude toward his subject matter is one of-non-belief but our minds makes some connotative connections* We associate logic with the intellect rather than the emotions and we associate faith with the emotions rather than the intellect. James must sever and then reconnect these ideas of logic, faith, intellect, and emotion to present a convincing argument* hypothesis is true» a question James never answers* Although Janes assumes the truthfulness, of the religious hypothesis, he is not arguing for the agnostics or his audience to accept faith but rather to accept a method of investigation which stresses action. The actor, thpugh, to complete the action,-must assume that his investigation will result • in the finding of truth, which, in this instance, means the acceptance of faith.
Jxi this passional appeal, James suggests that his audience should follow his action of rejecting the agnostic rules for truth-seeking.
James sets himself up as the example to follow, and this-example Is worthy of a following only if James has made it worthy through previous passional work. This statement, then, presents the emotibnal climax of' the essay,;as the proposed applications present the logical climax.
The two types of organization in the essay do conflict with each other, because they are making two different appeals to the audience.. Biit the appeals are interrelated so that the two organizations also support each other. J^es*s passional appeal to his' audience to follow his example-of" acting upon feeling is James revealing the logic of-faith to his audience. James's concrete application in his .Intellectual conclusion repeats James's insistent plea to recognize that logic is based on enotloh. . The two appeals are two branches of the same basic argument,. that the intellect arid emotions-oaiinot be separated. ,
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James is attempting to -write both an intellectual and emotionalp ersuasive argument. As the. overall structure of the essay shows| there are two forms of organization combined in the essay-a conflictand-resplution organization and a circular organization. The organi zations work together to move the essay forward because the conflict between the intellect and emotions f which is the subject matter of the essay> is repeated in the organization. Also, James uses rhetorical devices to show this conflict. James uses writing itself as a tool to promote communication between writer and audience; therefore, such devices as syntax, punctuation, active verbs, rhetorical questions, parallelism, imagery, extended metaphor, vocabulary, and comparison show the audience the relationship between the intellect and the emotions.
As James develops both of his organizations, his paragraphs and sentences become more complex. One sign of complexity is the length of some of James's paragraphs and sentences. Section X, the most diversity in paragraph length is shown. This' section,which also includes the emotional conclusion, contains six pariagraphs. The section includes two one-sentence paragraph^and another paragraph consists of only two sentences. Also, included in Section X is a paragraph which is twenty sentences long and which includes one sentence eighty words long, longer than the combined total of the two one«-sentence paragraphs. .
However, one c^not generalize and say that James uses only long paragraphs or long sentences. Short sentences and short paragraphs serve a purpose in his writing# They include his more generalized thoughts and usually, therefore, appear at the beginning of a section or a paragraph to perform the role of topic sentence or topic paragraph.
They also work as transitional sentences or paragraphs. James is often-, times very obvious in his use of transitions and points out to his audience that they have finished one section and are to begin another, a rhetorical device borrowed from the spoken version. Also, the short sentences and paragraphs are used for emphasis and for breaks in James's thought, as in Section X.
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Another sign of complexity in James's writing is the punctuation.-
The more complex the' thought, the more complex is the pwctuatior^with an abundant use of dashes, parentheses, semi-colons, and colons. Notice the following example of James's punctuation.
It-matters not to an empiricist from x^hat quarter an hypothesis may come to him; he may have acquired it by fair means or'by foul; passion ms^have whispered or accident, suggested it; but if the total drift of thinking continues to confirm it, that is what he means by its being true, (p* 17)
Periods could have been used instead of the colon and semi-colons.
i&istead James chooses to .push the thoughts together, since they are highly related, to emphasize the conclusion-"that is what he meansby its being true." The colon works as a division between the gener alized, negative statement of the thought in the first part of the sentence and the development of that statement in positive and more specific terms. Another break is formed by the 'T^ut if" which makes the first generalized statement conditional before allowing James to draw his conclusion about an empiricist's truth.
The compleixity of that sentence is easily understood. Not all of James's complex sentences are just statements compounded. Take for example the following sentence from Section X.
If religion be true and the evidence for it be still insufficient, I do not wish, by putting your extinguisher upon my nature (which feels to me as if it had after all some business in this matter), to forfeit my sole chance in life of getting upon the winning side,-that chance depending, of course, on my willingness to run the risk of acting as if my passional need of taking the ;^rld
•religiously might be prophetic and right, (p. 2?) "I do not wish" is the kernel clause of this complex mass which includes fourteen embeddisd independent clauses. The embedding process has been accomplished through the dropping of the continually repeated subject "I," thus the sentence is connected through the verbs# The verbs used by James are: ••be," "wish," "put," "feels," "had," "forfeit," "get," *Vin," "depend," "will," "run," "act," "may," and "take." Except for "be," "had," and "may," the verbs are extremely active and thereby emphasize the role of doing or acting upon belief. Three verbs, though, are semi-active verbs--"wlsh," "feels," and "will." '"Vfish," "feels,"
and "will" all describe an emotional action or response rather than a physical action.
The complexity of this sentence is such that it becomes under standable only through its punctuation, which puts slightly subordinate tKbughta and hlgl^y 'siibordliiate thoughts In paranthesss*
The daish emphasizes the parallelism between sole chance", and "that chance" and effectively subordinates and coordinates the ideas* Also, his use of "sole" emphasizes the passional nature of the act by its being a pun on "soul." The structure of this sentence is further complicated by James's use of the sentence adverbial modifiers "of course" and "after all.James's use of active, concrete verbs helps to stimulate the imagination of the audience so that they can picture the action of the sentence, and his use of punctuation helps to clarify the meaning of the sentence so that the audience can understand the action. But although James attempts to make his writing concrete and understandable, he is forced into using passional words such as "wish"
and "feels" to explain the major premise of the sentence-I do not sh because my nature feels. Even so, there are no active, concrete verbs and no forms of punctuation which can explain this passional response to the world (See Appendix for a diagram of this sentence*).
James has a reputation for writing long, complex sentences; therefore, it is remarkable that the majority of James's sentences are neither very long nor very complex. Look for example at the first paragraph in Section II.
The next matter to consider is the actual psychology of human opinion. VJhen we look at certain facts, it seems as if our passional and volitional nature lay at the root of all our convictions. When we look at others, it s^^^s as if they could do nothing when the intellect had once said its say. Let us take the latter facts up first. (p.
This paragraph has two simple sentences and two complex sentences,.
none of which le "coH^lax la the use of ponetnatton or modptionally Zl long, the sentences are easily understood. James is not always so precise in his writing. Often .he will put a comma between a subject ai^verb for no reason except to show a slight pause, a pause'to take a breath while reading a long sentence. "But practically one's con viction that the evidence one goes by is of the real objective brand, is only one more subjective opinion added to the lot." James's p^ct uation, therefore, is not always grammatical and can set^e a rhetorical purpose of showing a pause or a change in intonation.
Complexity of sentence structure corresponds to a complexity in thought structure; James uses both simple and complex sentence structure. Through his use of punctuation and active verbs, James attempts to make the most complex thoughts understandable. The punc tuating is controlled and is explainable even in its most eccentric usage, as when a comma appears between a subject and its verb. The choice of active verbs is an attempt by James to make philosophy concrete, and in this essay the attempt fails. Examining the essay, one sees that James continually uses active verbs primarily "acting"
and "living." But James also has to depend on verbs like "willing,"
which is an action of the will or passion. The essay is about the .will; and J^es is forced into using verbs that describe passional actions, actions thatsoccur in the center of feeling with no outward manifestation. Unlike philosophers who develop their own technical terms to describe life, James puts his philosophy into the common language of people. This, l^guage is subject to misunderstanding because James sees life in a new way which the old vocabulary cannot describe accurately. James's attempt to make his philosophy concrete fails because his vocabulary fails him.
Besides using an active vocabulary and punctuation, James also uses features such as rhetorical questions and parallelism to develop his ideas# When James has a ppint to make, he Xijill often place it in the dramatic context of a rhetorical question. *B,ut if a pyrrhonistic sceptic asks us how we know all this, can oiar logic find a reply?
No! certainly it cannot." The rhetorical question makes the reader become involved, makes him take-upon himself the answering opinion of the speakeivfor James asks us, the reader, whether our logic can reply and then does not allow our logic time to think or answer the question.
He assures the reader that there is no answer, disabling logic in its pursuit of an answer* The rhetorical question is a device that gets his audience linrolved in the Issaes preaented In that the audience""â ppears to have an opportunity to respond to the question.
Throughout the essay parallelism is also used hy James to emphasize various points. Because James uses parallelism at the end of the essay, immediately before he begins the quote hy Fitz-James Stephen, the sentence takes on a dramatic intensity investing the words with a voice of their own.
We ought, on the contrary, delicate]^and profoundly to respect one another's mental freedom: then only shall we bring about the intellectual republic; then only shall we have the spirit of inner tolerance without which all our outer tolerance is soulless, and which is empiricism's glory; then only shall we live and let live, in speculative as well as in practical things, (p. 30)
The words James uses are abstract-"intellectual republic" and "spirit of inner tolerance"--and have meaning only because of the previous passional work done by James# Then he builds to the words "live and let live," a concept and an image which has been working throughout the essay* The sentence begins with mental freedom and moves to an intellectual republic and a spirit of inner tolerance. The concepts of intellect and spirit are balanced against each other as they have been throughout the essay; but spirit slightly outweighs intellect with spirit's placement closer to living, its development into txjo noun clauses where intellect has no clause development, and its con nection with empiricism, and.not only through being connected to empir icism but also in being the-glory of empiricism. Yet such is the logic by which our scientific absolutists pretend to regulate our lives,"
Faith wins the conflict with logic, or objective certitude, which is the logic of the scientist. James has established his own logic, based on faithj which is evident from his •emotional* conclusion.
I cannot do so for this plain reason, that a rule of thinking which would absolutely prevent me from acknow-l edging certain kinds of truth if those kinds of ti^th were-really there, would be an irrational rule. That for me is'the long and short of the formal logic of the situation, no matter what the kinds.of truth might materially be, (pp, 28-29) Objective certitude and faith cannot coexist, for objective certitude says that faith is not logical, cannot be proven, and cannot be true.
Although James has given up objective certitude for the greater logic of faith, he has not abandoned empiricism for objective certitude and empiricism have been disassociated from each other by James. "Bat please observe,, now, that when as empiricists we give up the doctrine .
of objective certitude, we do not thereby give up the quest or hope of truth itself." For the empiricist the quest for truth is most important since it is the only thing that differentiates an empiricist from an absolutist. "The absolutists, in this matter say that we not'
only can attain to knowing truth, but we can know when we have attained to knowing it;.while the empiricists think that although we.may attain it, we cannot infallibly know when." Both the empiricist and the absolutist are seeking truth; but the absolutist finds his truth in a philosophical system, whereas the empiricist is continually seeking.
James replaces objective certitude with faith as the alternative method for empirical truth seeking in the area of morals.
Another interesting aspect of James's diction is his choice of foreign phrases. Although James uses German, French, and Italian phraseĥ e primari^draws upon Latin. There is one paragraph in Section V which can only be understood if one knows Latin.
The final ground of this objective evidence possessed by certain propositions is the adaequatio intellectus nostri cum re., The certitude it brings involves an aptitudinem ad extorquendum certum assensum on the part of the truth envisaged, and on the side of the subject a quietem in cognitione. when once the object is mentally received, that leaves no possibility of doubt behind; and in the whole transaction nothing operates but the entitas ipsa of the object and the entitas ipsa of the mind. We slouchy modern thinkers dislike to talk in Latin,-indeed^we dislike to talk in set terms at all., (p» 13)
Although James jokes about the "slouchy modern thinkers," the passage shows a distinct attitude on James's part. Except for this passage, the language of the essay is not difficult or technical. The few words James lists as. technical, "hypothesis" and "genuine option," are technical only idthin the limited sense in which James uses them.
This section, wherein Jaines uses Latin, is the only place in "The Will to Believe" i^ere James uses a foreign language extensivelyj although James was proficient in several languages. The clue to understanding his use of Latin lies in the last sentence of the quote. James was not a"slouchy thinker but had a clear, precise mind. Yet, he associates himself xri-th the "slouchy modern thinkers" and his audience by his use of "we." Clearly James is consciously trying to build a rapport with his audience. James also gives a reason for using Latin--"to talk in set terms." This is the one place in the essay where James estab lishes some definite terms, besides Section I. The avoidance of formal terminology shows James's effort to avoid establishing an absolute philosophical system. At this point in the essay, though, James does set up terms to describe his theory of the reception of ideas, an indication of James's philosophical stance.
James does not draw upon philosophical jargon to explain his ideas but rather puts his thoughts into a language understandable to all people. In so doing, James frequently uses colloquialisms: "Cor, next duty, having recognized this mixed-up state of affairs, is to ask whether it be simply reprehensible and pathological, or whether, on the contrary, we must treat it as a normal element in making up our minds*" The phrase "mixed-up state of affairs" is emphasized because of its informality, especially when compared to "reprehensible" and "pathological." Some discontinuity results because of this switching from informal to formal diction. At times, James's use of informal language works well in pointing out a particular viei^point such as in the following: "The talk of believing by our volition seems, then, from one point of viewj simply silly. From another point of view it is worse"than silly, it is vile." Vile takeis oh add^^mekning because of its being paralleled to silly. Here the contrast between the informal and formal diction gives added force to the words} but, generally, James's use of informal diction is a method of establish!^' riapport with his audience.
Yet, James is very precise in his choice of words, and the dis continuity in diction is a natural result of trying to accomplish his two distinct'purposes of ,making an emotionally persuasive argument and intellectual argument for acceptance of a method of investigation.
The precision with which James selects his -words is illustrated liy this ex^ple from Section II.
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The-talk of believing, by our volition seems, then, from one po^t of view, simply silly. From another point of view it is worse than silly, it is vile. When one turns to the ma^ificerit edifice of the physical sciences, and what submission to the icy laws of outer fact are wrought into its very stones and mortar; how absolutely impersonal it stands in its vast augustness,-then how besotted and contemptible seems every little sentimentalist who comes blowing his voluntary smoke-wreaths, and,pretending to decide things from out of his private dream! Can we wonder if those bred in the rugged and mainly school of science should feel like spewing such subjectivism out of their, mouths? The whole system of loyalties which grow up in the schools of science go dead against its tolerance; so that it is only natural that those who have caught the scientific fever should pass over to the opposite extreme, and write sometimes as if the incorruptibly truthful intellect ought positively to prefer bitterness and unacceptableriess to the heart in its cup» (p. ?) I have already mentioned James's use of the informal word "silly" and how its parallel relationship to "vile" causes 'Vile^to be empha sized, From this comment on one's acting by belief alone, James begins an image of the physical sciences as a magnificent edifice that.is being built. If one begins to picture a beautiful building similar in design to the Coliseua or the Perthenoni one is disgusts by the description of the foundation which has thousands of lives buried in it. Although at first I saw thousands of men screaming in agony as cement was poured over them, this is not the case. The men are not screaming,^t neither are they happy. They are just disinterested, like good martyrs, they are living with patience, choking dovn preference and submitting to icy laws. Yet, how absolutely impersonal and unadmirable the structure stands in its vast augustness. James goes on to explain that this attitude of martyrdom is the scientific fever which causes the person afflicted to prefer bitterness and unacceptableness to the heart as its daily provision.
to their instincts, they dogmatize like infallible popes.** The second half of this sentence clearly states how absolutist empiricists are.
Soon after this, James takies another facet of science and relates it to the Catholic faith. **When, indeed, one remembers that the most striking practical application to life of the doctrine of objective certitude has been the conscientious labors of the Holy Office of the Inquisition, one feels less tempted than ever to lend the doctrine a respectful ear." To a Protestant audience that is enthralled'to the scientific doctrine, this connection between Catholicism and science must have^fected them emotionally, for James is drawing upon prejudice rather than logic to discredit science. This linking.of science'to Catholicism accomplishes something else for James, i&itolerahce is' killiiig science, and this intolerance is actually science's inability to accept any hypothesis as alive that cannot be proven scientifically.
James sees this as a rejection of the religious hypothesis. By comparing science-to'Catholicism, James has reconnected faith and logic.
it was an English philosopher, W. K. Clifford, -v^o had helped disconnect faith and logic ty supporting the supremacy of logic and proof before belief.-It was the agnosticism'of men such as Clifford that James is refuting in his essay. In writing "The Will to Believe," Jiames personifies the theory he is refuting so. that it-becomes Clifford* Because James clearly draws a line of distinction between Clifford's ideas and his ideas, the audience is forced to choose a side. James manipulates^his audience in two ways to accept his ideas rather that hose of Clifford's.
Notice that James begins this section by referring directly to his audience by using "you«" He is showing them the option between Clifford and himself# Then he gives his own opinion on the matter, using "I," which has all the force associated with James being a distinguished philosbpher and lecturer# Jam_es switches to "we" in the next sentence# He is identifying with his audience-^^the "we" suggests that the audience , and James look at the situation similarly# Our minds are alike, he seems to state, in their ability to grind out both truth and lies and he who is fearful# James could not use "I" or "we" because this is an. action James condemns, one he could not possibly participate in#
He could have used "you," indicating that the audience in general will do this type of action and that they are wrong. He could have used »»you"--your own preponderant private horror of becoming a dupe-but Janies doesn't because throughout the essay he avoids a^reference that might indicate that he believes his audience is made up of fools.
They are thinkers# He gives his audience options; he examines these options before his audience; and, although he may manipulate his audienceĥ e has a respect for them as the final choice-m^ers. If-someone is going to be fooled, it is a "he" not the audience, and that "he" usually refers to Clifford, who is not a choice-maker but an absolutist.
James used "I," "you," and "we" in his essay because he was faith can penetrate an individual so that it is involuntarily accepted# Thisi last type of faith could be described as faith in someone else*s faith, a faith that has penetrated our being to the extent of causing us to take action without conscious thought or decision-making# It is a faith that is not questioned hy us so that it is an absolutist's faith. The voluntarily adopted faith is the empiricist's faith, because it is a definite act of"the will to adopt faith. The empiricist accepts faith before all the validating evidence is In but always continues questioning to f^d the truth.
i«irJTll^riiJames's conclusion, one should be able to determine which, faith James is supporting, although it would seem that *James would only support the empiricist's faithi I have shown that there are'two conclusions in."The Will to Believe"--the emotional conclusion andthe'logical conclusion. The emotional conclusion-"I, therefore, for one carmpt see tsy way to accepting the agnostic rules for truth-seeking, or wilfully agree to keep my willing native out of the game."-is the clearest example of a statement of personal belief on James's part showing his passional rejection of agnosticism. This rejec^on is bas^'O" f®®i^Jaiaes's part, not on a voluntarily adopted faith.
James bases his wbole theory of voluntarily adopted faith on the. need to.follow feeling. ''This feeling, forced on us ye know not whence, that by obstinately believing that there are gods . . .
•" The belief in gods cari be voluntarily adopted but not the feeling which would make this a live hypothesis* In his preface, James explains that his emphasis oh religion was due to his audience» but the emphasis on feeling is from James personally. For James, the reason that the religious hypothesis could be a live hypothesis is based on its possible truthfulness. Although James advocates that the empiricist should question everything in his search, there is a basic passional premise which James makes that the^piricist must also make-truth does exist.
This faith in truth is not a voluntarily adopted faith; it is a faith that must im^e the spirit of the empiricist. Thus James's acceptance of religion is a voluntarily adopted faith, but his need to believe in truth and his irejection of agnosticism shows his absolutist tendency.
It is only reasonable that James's emotional appeal to his audience should be influenced by James's own passional interests more than by the logical conclusion wherein James makes two applications of his method. The abstract application is James's philosophical theory explained-*'that we have the right to believe at our own risk any hypothesis^that is live enough to tempt our'will." Belief for James is the willingness to act on a live hypothesis. This is a challenge to the audience to, act on their beliefs, but it also a-clear, precise
restateiaent.of what it means to voluntarily adopt faith.
The concrete application is not a restatement of James's thesis but rather a passional statement in support of a life of action. "Siiice belief is measured by action, he who forbids us to believe religion to be true, necessarily also forbids us to act as we should if we did beliOTe it to b© true. The whole defense of religious faith hinges upon action." Action and the need for action in daily life are never questioned tfy James* Again^it is one of the givens* life truth*^usf the essay is based on James's own passional need to act as if truth od-sted, which is not a voluntarily adopted stance but imbues his spdrit as the logical spirit imbues his Harvard students* James attempts to show his own apjaroach to philosophy as the pure empirical method, but the method which James shows us is as twisted ly his own basic absolutist tendencies as the scientists* Mipirical method* James has a need to equate life with an active seeking of truth, and his philosophy is based on that premise. The rhetoricd^c es used by James help to express his view. Some devices are carri«d over from the spok^version, including the direct transitions and the punctuation between subjects and verbs in long sentences.
His essay does not set forth a philosophy for other philosophers to argue with, but a method of investigation which will help individuals to combine the claims of logic (science) and faith (religion)*^he persuasive element of the essay is obvious J^es*s use of a generally s^ple sentence structure and a non-technical, often cplloquial, vocabu lary which makes the thoughts understandable even for non-philosophers.
Always James is trying to get his audience involved in the conflict between faith and lo^c and he does so through the use of rhetorical questions and active verbs* The metaphors are drawn from OTer^ay occurrences, the most frequent metaphor being that of living. James that his intellectual inquiries gave him a method for investigating his passional nature and translating into a persuasive, understandable format the results of that investigation*
